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In recent years, an increasing number of polymeric composites incorporating engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) have reached the market. Such nano-enabled products (NEPs) present enhanced performance through improved mechanical, thermal, UV protection, electrical, and gas barrier properties. However, little is known about how environmental weathering impacts ENM release, especially for high-tonnage NEPs like kaolin products. Multiple techniques were employed by researchers at three laboratories to extensively evaluate the effect of weathering: ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), optical microscopy, contact angle measurements, gravimetric analysis, analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Raman spectroscopy. This work aimed to elucidate the extent to which weathering protocol (i.e. wet vs. dry) and diverse filler characteristics modulate fragment release and polymer matrix degradation. In doing so, it expanded the established NanoRelease protocol, previously used for analyzing fragment emission, by evaluating two significant additions: (1) simulated weathering with rain events and (2) fractionation of sample leachate prior to analysis. Comparing different composite materials and protocols demonstrated that the polymer matrix is the most significant factor in NEP aging. Wet weathering is more realistic than dry weathering, but dry weathering seems to provide a more controlled release of material over wet. Wet weathering studies could be complicated by leaching, and the addition of a fractionation step can improve the quality of UV-vis measurements.

Environmental significance

An increasing number of polymeric composites incorporating nanomaterials (NMs) has reached the market. However, the knowledge on the impacts of environmental weathering on the degradation of composites and the release of NMs is still limited, especially for high-tonnage nano-enabled materials (NEPs) like kaolin products. Rigorous techniques were used to evaluate the effects of weathering, including ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis), Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), optical microscopy, contact angle measurements, gravimetric analysis, analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Raman spectroscopy. This study expanded the NanoRelease protocols for analytical techniques, such as the difference between dry and wet weathering, that are needed for generating data for the are vital for risk analysis.

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Details on environmental aging of polymer nanocomposites, AUC-RI, ATR-FTIR, EDX, Raman spectroscopy, release rate calculations, and quantification and characterization of released particles (via TEM, UV-vis, etc.) are included in the ESI. Additional techniques (ICP-MS, dynamic light scattering) were attempted to characterize released particles, but challenges in sensitivity limitations of these techniques made the data unreliable; results from these techniques are also discussed briefly in the ESI. See DOI: 10.1039/c9en01360a

‡ These authors contributed equally to this work.
1. Background and introduction

Nanocomposites, nano-enabled products (NEPs) in which engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) are embedded in a material matrix, are ubiquitously used as construction materials, light-weight automotive parts, coatings, packaging and electronic components, and more.1 Recently, several countries, including France and the USA, developed mandatory reporting requirements for materials that are produced or imported in nanoform.2,3 The publicly available reports highlight that for some materials, including carbon black (CB) and silica (SiO₂), almost all grades are considered nanomaterials.4 The specific toxicity of these conventional ENMs to environmental species is low, but production quantities on the order of megatons per year warrant specific assessment on nanocomposites with a solid polymer matrix and compatibilization were observed for CB, and SiO₂ fraction was reported to be in nanoform.2,4 Its platelet shape differentiates kaolin from other inorganic fillers and enables specific applications for high-temperature-stable polymers or for barrier polymers.

Environmental weathering, or aging, has been shown to degrade polymers through sun and rain exposure and thus constitutes a pathway toward the environmental release of nanomaterials.8 The impacts of weathering have been assessed through artificial aging with simulated sunlight and other environmental conditions.9 Risk screening approaches categorize nano-enabled products (NEPs) by the stability of the nanocomposite structure, and assign low priority or waive further assessment on nanocomposites with a solid polymer matrix10–12 – because the release is negligible if the polymer matrix is resilient against the conditions of intended use. However, some nanomaterials, especially CB, find commercial application as UV absorbers to stabilize polymers against weathering.13 Ample literature exists on the weathering, fragmentation and release of exemplary NEPs containing 0.1% to 5% of more innovative engineered nanomaterials (ENMs). The fillers into NEPs can be divided based on their shapes as particle (3D), platelet (2D) and tubular (1D) forms. Especially the one dimensional multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) have gained a lot of attention from the scientific community. These studies found that the polymer matrix predominantly determined the rates of aging and fragmentation, in many cases with potential for photoprotective modulation by the MWCNTs via UV absorption, radical scavenging, physical entanglement, or polymer crystallinity nucleation.8,14–16

Although different studies were conducted on CB17,18 and SiO₂, no clear trends in weathering behavior with polymer and compatibilization were observed for CB, and SiO₂ NEPs.17,18,35,37,38 Apart from weathering, fragmentation and release studies on particle (3D) and tubular (1D) nanoforms, little is known on industrial employed platelet (2D) fillers embedded in polymer matrix. Platelet fillers such as nanoclays (e.g. kaolin, montmorillonite, talc) in plastics represent high-tonnage NEPs and the most exploited NFs for automotive and packaging industries.

Although nanoclays have been traditionally used for commercial products (e.g. Toyota patented a nanoclay-polyamide system in 1988), are now considered to be nanomaterials, drawing more attention regarding their possible environmental impacts. To understand the extent of modulation of NEP weathering and fragmentation by the specific ENM for these high-tonnage materials, comparative testing of systematically varied NEPs must be undertaken using validated reproducible protocols.39,40 Here, we apply the NanoRelease protocol to determine how different ENMs modulate the weathering of polymer nanocomposites. We examine the impact of weathering on the chemical and physical characteristics of a series of epoxy nanocomposites with MWCNT, SiO₂, CB, graphene (GP) fillers, thus varying shape and UV absorption of the ENM. The primary focus of this study is epoxy composites. Epoxy was selected because it is a widely used polymer for coating, structural adhesives, and composite applications. Polypropylene (PP) and polyamide (PA) were included in limited scope to provide context and points for comparison. Regarding ENM selection, GP has rarely been studied,41 and only studies on PU and PE matrices have compared MWCNT against SiO₂ modulations.18,35,42 In contrast to flexible MWCNT, the inorganic WS₂ nanotubes are stiff, and were earlier found to improve the shear strength, peel properties, fracture toughness and glass transition temperature of epoxy.43 Polypropylene (PP) wafers were filled with a low concentration of nano-pigment Fe₃O₃ and Cuphalloxyanine. We also investigated if a very high filler content of 25% kaolin in polyamide (PA), as used commercially in automotive parts, would modify the environmental fragmentation and release behavior more than in a previous release study with nanocomposites incorporating low filler contents (<5%).44

Beyond the previous focus on assessing the protocol’s reproducibility in characterizing samples after 1000 h of irradiation, we now apply it to UV-dose-dependent aging and fragment release studies, characterizing the kinetics between 0 h and 2500 h irradiation. Two modifications to the NanoRelease protocol were evaluated for their potential to improve the accurate simulation of environmental weathering and the quality of fragment release measurements: wet aging and fractionation. Wet and dry-aging are both options of the ISO4892 standard, but they have rarely been directly compared to NEPs. Evaluation of wet aging is necessary since water may cause hydrolysis and mechanical fragmentation of some epoxy in combination with high temperatures.37,45,46 The adsorption of water increases the diffusion coefficient of water within the polymer, and hydrolysis of polymer functional groups, such as ether linkages, can cause permanent damage to the polymer. Fractionation was accomplished by widely available methods, such as conventional centrifugation, so that future
users can assess the content of submicron fragments in the weathering-induced releases without needing access to electron microscopy. The objective of this study is to expand the previous NanoRelease protocols, and estimate the various factors affecting the environmental release of NP during the use phase and at the end of life.

2. Experimental

2.1 Study organization

Weathering studies were carried out on a series of polymer nanocomposite wafers at three separate facilities: the BASF lab in Stuttgart, Germany, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), Center for Environmental Measurements and Modeling (CEMM) in Athens, GA, USA and the US EPA, Center for Environmental Solutions and Emergency Response (CESER) in Cincinnati, OH, USA. As in previous reports, the three teams used a consistent protocol referred to here as “wafers”. WS2 nanotubes were tested at the same volume content in epoxy as MWCNT. PA and PP nanocomposites were respectively prepared with a high concentration of kaolin and low concentration of iron(III) oxide (Fe3O4) and Cu-phthalocyanine. Additionally, PA incorporates a small quantity of CB (∼2% w/w). Each nanofiller was then added to its respective polymer matrix by hot-melt extrusion mixing into 5 cm × 5 cm square nanocomposites. A summary of the characteristics of each nanocomposite studied, including details on ENM fillers, is given in Table 1.

2.2 Materials

Both neat (unfilled) and filled epoxy, PA and PP composites were used in this study. The epoxy used was diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) with an amine curing agent. Unfilled epoxy and epoxy filled with either multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT), graphene (GP), carbon black (CB), tungsten disulfide (WS2), or silica (SiO2) were used for this study. For epoxy-nanocomposite samples, MWCNT, GP, CB, and SiO2 were mixed with an epoxy–amine, which was then cured to form crosslinks in 5 cm × 5 cm square molds, referred to here as “wafers”. WS2 nanotubes were tested at the same volume content in epoxy as MWCNT. PA and PP nanocomposites were respectively prepared with a high concentration of kaolin and low concentration of iron(III) oxide (Fe3O4) and Cu-phthalocyanine. Additionally, PA incorporates a small quantity of CB (∼2% w/w). Each nanofiller was then added to its respective polymer matrix by hot-melt extrusion mixing into 5 cm × 5 cm square nanocomposites. A summary of the characteristics of each nanocomposite studied, including details on ENM fillers, is given in Table 1.

2.3 Environmental aging of polymer nanocomposites

The conditions of weathering were 60 ± 2 W m−2 of simulated solar irradiance in the broadband (300–400 nm) and a black-standard temperature of 65 ± 3 °C. Using an optical radiometer, we directly measured the spectral irradiance in the solar simulator at the location of the sample surface. The spectrum is included in Fig. S1 of the ESI† the irradiance in the UV region is similar to midday solar irradiance at latitude 40 deg N during summer. As described in ISO-4892, two methods of weathering were used that will be referred to as “dry” and “wet” herein. In wet

Table 1 Supplier and material specifications of nanocomposites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nano-composite</th>
<th>Polymer matrix</th>
<th>Polymer supplier</th>
<th>ENM filler</th>
<th>ENM supplier and grade</th>
<th>Diameter/thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Length (μm)</th>
<th>Surface area (m² g⁻¹)</th>
<th>Filler loading (% w/w)</th>
<th>Filler loading (% v/v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy–MWCNT</td>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>MWCNT</td>
<td>Nanocyl; NC7000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>250–300</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy–GP</td>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>GP</td>
<td>ACS material</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy–CB</td>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Enscaco; conductive grade</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy–WS2</td>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>WS2</td>
<td>ApNano</td>
<td>30–150</td>
<td>1–20</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy–SiO2</td>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>SiO2</td>
<td>Evonik; Aerosil</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA–kaolin</td>
<td>Polymide (PA)</td>
<td>BASF SE</td>
<td>Kaolin</td>
<td>BASF SE</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP–Fe3O4</td>
<td>Poly-propylene</td>
<td>Borealis</td>
<td>Fe3O4</td>
<td>BASF SE</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP–Cu-phthalocyanine</td>
<td>Poly-propylene</td>
<td>Borealis</td>
<td>Cu-Phthalocyanine</td>
<td>BASF SE</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
weathering, sample wafers underwent 120 min cycles of simulated rainfall (i.e., 102 min without water spraying and 18 min with water spraying), while simulated sunlight remained continuous during the cycles. Dry-aged sample wafers were continuously irradiated without the water spray cycle. EPA-CEMM and EPA-CESER implemented the wet protocol, and BASF used both the dry and wet protocols. In all cases, sample squares were placed on a stainless-steel mesh grid and held by stainless steel screws before the wafer was placed in the weathering chamber (Fig. S2 in the ESI†). The wafers in the aging chamber were rotated 180° once a week throughout the weathering process, to account for inconsistent sample exposure to spraying.

Wet cycles were repeated and dry-aging continued until total weathering time reached 1000 h for epoxy samples or 2500 h for polyamide and polypropylene samples in all three laboratories. In addition, EPA-CESER aged subsets of their epoxy samples to 500 h and 2500 h and their PA samples to 1000 h in order to provide information on kinetic trends.

2.4 Physical characterization of material surfaces

SEM and optical microscopy were used to investigate the surface morphology of aged and unaged samples and visualize the extent of weathering. Optical images were collected with a Keyence VHX-600 digital microscope (Keyence Corp. of America). A JEOL JSM 6490LV scanning electron microscope (JSM6490V) was used at a voltage of 3–5 kV. Contact angles of water on pristine and aged samples were measured with a drop shape analyzer (DSA25E, KRÜSS GmbH).

2.5 Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)

Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was used to analyze changes of the molecular structure and functional groups in the surface of the unfilled and filled epoxy composites. ATR-FTIR can identify carbonyl groups such as ketones, carboxylic acids, and aldehydes.48 The carbonyl index (CI), defined as the ratio of the peak height of the carbonyl at 1712 cm\(^{-1}\) to the peak height at 1465 cm\(^{-1}\), was used as a parameter to monitor the degree of photo-oxidation of epoxy.49

2.6 Collection of released fragments and nanomaterials

Released polymer fragments and nanomaterials were investigated upon weathering by placing sample wafers in glass jars with 25 mL of MilliQ water acting as a leaching medium. Dark control wafers were kept in a laboratory drawer and added to glass jars upon the conclusion of weathering. All labs implemented the same weathering protocol and subsequent leaching step, as well as sonication post-weathering. For sonication, BASF used a Bandelin Sonorex Digital 10P at 720 W and 35 kHz for 1 h, EPA-CEMM used Branson M5800 160 W and 40 kHz for 1 h, and EPA-CESER used a Cole-Parmer 750 W horn sonicator for 5 minutes. Once the leachates were extracted from the jars, we noticed that there were particles that had settled to the bottom of our test tubes. Samples were treated with surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and had either 1% SDS in the case of BASF and EPA-CESER, or 0.1% SDS for EPA-CEMM. This addition also required further sonication with the use of sonicator probes (BASF: Branson Sonifier® SFX550, 550 W, 20 kHz for 30 s; EPA-CEMM: Sonics VibraCell probe, 100 W, 20 kHz for 1 h; EPA-CESER: Cole Parmer 750 W horn probe for 15 min) to promote better dispersion of fragments. After sonication, the samples were fractionated using a tabletop centrifuge (1 h, 1000 rpm, \(r = 7.5\) cm). The supernatants were collected and concentrated after discarding the pellets. Bubbling down nitrogen, sample volume was reduced to 2.5 mL for BASF and EPA-CESER and 4.5 mL for EPA-CEMM. The energy expended during these sonication procedures equals the cross-product of power (Watt), which varied between the labs: BASF 2.6 × 10\(^6\) joules, EPA-CEMM 5.8 × 10\(^5\), and EPA CESER 2.2 × 10\(^5\). This analysis suggests that BASF expended much more energy during sonication than the two EPA labs. Because the power density of sonication is proportional to sonochemical degradation kinetics of organic materials, potentially including carbon nanomaterials\(^{50}\) and epoxy fragments, the differences potentially could have affected the results.\(^{51}\) However, few studies are available that could be used to quantitatively evaluate the role of sonochemistry in the present study.

2.7 Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy

UV-vis spectroscopy was performed by EPA-CEMM utilizing a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 instrument (PerkinElmer, Inc., CT, USA). UV-vis data from BASF were measured employing an Ocean-Optics USB2000 (Ocean Optics GmbH, GER) spectrometer, and data at EPA-CESER were collected with a SpectraMax Plus (Molecular Devices, CA, USA). For all NEPs, duplicate samples were analyzed for each experimental setup (e.g. dry vs. wet, fractionation vs. no-fractionation). Leachate samples were scanned before and after fractionation using a 1 cm path length cell to show effects on absorbance. The raw data for the UV-vis absorption profile for the different aging times were normalized based on the absorption of a corresponding blank water sample and were reported as absorption coefficients that were normalized to cell path length. Data from leaching water samples were also compared with the peaks of freely dispersed MWCNT, graphene, and carbon black that were subjected to the same sonication and subsequent fractionation as the leachate samples. The absorption coefficients of all the fillers in the test were sufficiently significant to permit selectivity at the chosen wavelength. Other studies have demonstrated that the different forms of graphite show two major absorbance peaks that are at 223 nm and 273 nm corresponding to graphene oxide and dispersed graphene, respectively.\(^{52}\) Since all specimens had significant absorption coefficients at 275 nm, coefficients at this wavelength were measured for each
sample. Intensities collected from samples at EPA-CEMM were multiplied by 1.8 to account for their difference in concentration resulting from bubbling, as described in section 2.6.

2.8 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The analysis of released fragments in runoff waters was performed using FEI/Thermo Tecnai G2 transmission electron microscope at an acceleration voltage of 200 keV. The TEM samples were prepared by dropping a few μL of the sample solutions onto 300 mesh per inch copper grids with carbon film followed with the evaporation of the water. Cross-sections of the epoxy composites were prepared by ultra-microtome and were also analyzed by TEM (see Fig. S12 in the ESI†).

2.9 Raman spectroscopy

IR and Raman spectroscopic techniques have been used to study the oxidation of CNTs.\textsuperscript{51–53} Raman analysis was performed by pipetting 30–50 μL of sample leachates onto aluminum foil-wrapped, glass slides. Aliquots of 10 μL were added and allowed to dry on the slide inside of the plastic petri dish for 8 hours. Control samples of CNT and graphene were prepared at 5 ppm concentration in MilliQ grade water and analyzed before running leachate samples for a basis of comparison. This procedure was repeated until sufficient concentration was detectable with a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman system (Renishaw PLC, United Kingdom). We utilized a single-mode, 785 nm diode module for irradiation of the sample with 10 second exposure time at power \(\sim 1\) mW (0.5% of total laser power), to not oversaturate the sample. Raman shifts were measured from 100–3200 cm\(^{-1}\). The system was calibrated using a single crystal silicon wafer with an absorption peak at 520 cm\(^{-1}\). The glass slides were then placed inside the Raman chamber under the microscope for analysis. Under the microscope, we located the edge of the droplet(s) and focused the beam there. Each slide was analyzed at three different sample spots to check for consistency and reproducibility.
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Fig. 1  ATR-FTIR spectra of (a) neat epoxy, (b) epoxy–CB, (c) epoxy–CNT, and (d) epoxy–GP composites, after 0, 500, 1000, and 2500 h of wet weathering (arrows show absorption peaks used to calculate the CI).
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Changes to surface chemistry of epoxy-NM composites by weathering

The degradation of epoxy wafers resulted in changes in the physical, chemical, and structural properties of the exposed surfaces. Amorphous polymers, such as epoxy, are particularly susceptible to aging due to easy fluid penetration through their relatively-open structure, coupled with their photolabile functional groups.\(^\text{54,56}\) Degradation due to solar UV exposure is mainly due to C–C scission, resulting in chain fragmentation, coupled with photoreactions of side groups.\(^\text{55,56}\) These chemical changes occurring at the surface of epoxy during weathering exposure were monitored by following the formation and disappearance of chromophoric groups using ATR-FTIR. ATR-FTIR spectra (Fig. 1) were collected from epoxy, and epoxy composites prior to weathering (0 h), and after 500, 1000 and 2500 hours of accelerated weathering. Spectra were collected at the same location on each sample and compared in terms of aging time and filler material to evaluate the overall effects of weathering and ENM identity on composite degradation.

ATR absorption peaks were identified as those associated with the chemical structure of diglycidylether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) because of the location and intensity of characteristic bands indicated in Fig. 1(a). The assignment of the spectral band was based on published work.\(^\text{57}\) The spectra of unaged samples also exhibit IR resonances with peak positions 1608 and 1509 cm\(^{-1}\) for stretching C==C and C–C aromatic rings that are known constituents of bisphenol-A epoxy resin Brad.

As the aging period increased, most of the IR absorption peaks showed a progressive increase in absorbance and attenuation in width, as shown in Fig. 1. Changes in absorption peaks of specific features were superimposed on the across-the board increases in surface absorbance caused by changes in light scattering related to changes in surface morphology. After 500 h of exposure, there was a significant reduction of the peak absorbance of the stretching C=O and C–C aromatic rings that are known constituents of bisphenol-A epoxy resin Brad.

The next section discusses how chemical and physical changes accelerate the degradation of the epoxy surface by providing a path for water or contaminants to penetrate below the surface.

The oxidation of the epoxy resin results in the formation of carbonyl groups, shown in the ATR-FTIR spectra between 1670–1790 cm\(^{-1}\). There was a small increase in absorbance in this region with aging, signifying degradation. The CI increased by a factor of four after 1000 h of aging for the unfilled epoxy, whereas for the nanofilled epoxy the increase was only 20 to 60%, depending on the type of filler [Fig. S5 and S6(a) in the ESI†]. The increase in the carbonyl peak lessened due to the addition of nano-carbon materials. After 2500 h of aging, the CI of epoxy, epoxy with CB, CNT and graphene were about 3, 1.29, 1.76 and 1.06, respectively. The inclusion of the nano-carbon fillers reduced the magnitude of the CI (compared to the pure epoxy), indicating they reduced the extent of polymer degradation in the top few microns of the sample.

A broad peak between 3600 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3000 cm\(^{-1}\), corresponding to hydroxyl groups, increased due to photo- and chemical oxidation during aging.\(^\text{38,59}\) At more pronounced aging conditions, changes in two broad peaks of the spectra centered at 3420 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2920 cm\(^{-1}\) were observed: these peaks correspond to an increase in the intensity of O–H stretching and decreased intensity of the C–H stretching, respectively.

3.2 Changes in surface morphology of composites induced by weathering

Changes in the physical, mechanical structural properties of polymers due to weathering are of significant concern when anticipating their longevity in applications, forming cracks due to solar UV exposure and weathering. Thus, environmental stress cracking of polymers is a common cause of failure in polymers, including a loss of elasticity particularly for amorphous polymers such as epoxy.\(^\text{31,54,60,63–67}\)

In this study, imaging was used to investigate crack formation on the surface of weathered epoxy, with and without nanofillers. The impacts of weathering on polypropylene (PP) were also investigated to determine the degree to which crack formation depended on the composite’s matrix material. Photomicrographs (250×) comparing the surfaces of un-degraded and degraded polymers and composites are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(A) to (E) show images of surfaces of unaged pristine epoxy and epoxy filled with nanomaterials. All aged epoxy samples exhibited obvious cracks but both polypropylene samples showed much less degradation [Fig. 2(F) and (G)].

A closer look at the aged surface analysis is provided by SEM imaging. Fig. 3 shows SEM images of unfilled epoxy and epoxy filled with either CB, graphene, MWCNT, or SiO\(_2\) before aging (left column) and after aging (center column)
for 2500 h. As seen by comparing the images in Fig. 3, the amounts of micro-cracks on the surface of the materials were much more significant after aging, leading to enhanced surface roughness. The type of filler did not have a visible influence on crack formation. Kumar et al. reported a similar structure of micro-cracks and matrix erosion in epoxy–carbon nanofiber nanocomposites by UV photooxidation and water condensation.68

All epoxy materials, including the pure matrix and the nanocomposites, behaved similarly. Cracking of the surface, oxidation of the epoxy matrix, and accumulation of ENM on the surface are observed for all materials, and in fact, resemble the surface of UV wet-aged polyurethane composite with the same type of ENM (CB, CNT, SiO2).35 SEM with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis was performed on a subset of samples available to EPA-Athens; see our previous paper for more detail related to this technique.47 Specifically, SEM/EDX of epoxy–SiO2 (1000 h aging) and polyamide–kaolin (2500 h aging) are highlighted in Fig. S9 of the ESI.† These two nanocomposites contain Si with significant abundance, which can be easily distinguished from the other polymer nanocomposites that we examined. The presence of kaolin is also confirmed with the detection of Al on the surface of the wafer. We assumed that similar particle-like formations were observed on the surface of all exposed samples and confirmation with EDX for these two samples is consistent with accumulation of ENM on the surface during the weathering process.

3.3 Changes in surface hydrophobicity of aged raw and aged epoxy composite

The impacts of nanofillers and environmental stress on wettability, adhesion properties, and repellence have many applications. Hydrophobic properties are useful for outdoor applications. The changes in the physical and chemical surface properties by weathering, the hydrophilicity, or wettability, of polymers’ surface was observed by measuring static contact angles of aged samples at five selected points on the exposed surface.

The change in the contact angle for several epoxy materials with increased aging is shown in Fig. 4. There was little measurable difference in contact angles (81.6° ± 4.2) for most epoxy samples (nano-filled and unfilled), except for SiO2-filled epoxy, which had a contact angle of 36.2° ± 1.0. This indicated that the hydrophilicity of the filler impacts the contact angle of composite materials. During aging, UV photooxidation and chemical oxidation started from the surface of the samples, and the more hydrophobic epoxy and nano-filled-epoxy stayed stable for the first 500 h. After 1000 h of accelerated aging, the contact angles for unfilled epoxy decreased to 31.4° ± 2.8, whereas epoxy filled with CNT, graphene and CB decreased to 42.5° ± 6.3°, 42.9° ± 14.5° and 76.6 ± 4.4°, respectively. After 2500 h, the average contact angles for graphene filled epoxy dropped to 22° ± 16°, whereas for CNT and CB filled epoxy the values were close to zero, indicating the materials became highly hydrophilic. SiO2-Filled epoxy also grew more hydrophilic with increased aging, to the extent that it showed no measurable contact angle after 1000 h of weathering. The combination of changes in surface morphology, surface cracks and the release of filler materials could have resulted in the wettability of the test materials. This complete wetting was consistent with the accumulation of silica on the surface reported in earlier epoxy–SiO2 aging studies.45

Contact angle and surface wettability depend on both the surface roughness and chemical functional groups. The previous two sections provide insight into how aging led to physical and chemical changes at the surface of the epoxy composites, which led to a significant decrease in wettability.
in the measured contact angles. The increase in surface roughness with aging results in a reduction of the hydrophobicity.\textsuperscript{69} The rise in wettability is also attributed to the formation of surface radicals and polar functional groups, such as carbonyls after polymer bonds broke.\textsuperscript{54} These changes to the chemical structure at the surface were shown by the ATR-FTIR spectra in Fig. 1 and the accumulation of Si-containing ENMs on the surface shown by EDX analysis (Fig. S9\textsuperscript{†}). Other studies reported UV-aged polymers became more hydrophilic due to the chemical modification of the surface by enrichment with structures containing carbonyl and hydroxyl bonds, and these changes lead to a monotonic improvement of hydrophilicity under UV irradiation.\textsuperscript{63,70-72}

---

**Fig. 3** Scanning electron microscope (1000×) images of the surface of un-degraded (0 h) and degraded (2500 h wet aging) samples (A) epoxy, (B) epoxy–MWCNT composite, (C) epoxy–carbon black composite, (D) epoxy–graphene composite, (E) epoxy–SiO\textsubscript{2} composite. The leftmost column shows un-degraded samples, the center column shows degraded samples, and the rightmost column shows insets of the center images with 20 000× to 40 000× magnification. Scale bar for the for two left column images are 10 \( \mu \)m, and for the right column image 0.5 \( \mu \)m.
Our results indicate that the degradation of the polymer chains grows with an increase in the dose of UV irradiation of epoxy and nano-filled epoxy. Prolonged exposure resulted in the reaction between water molecules and reactive oxygen species with the epoxy molecular chain (which has a three-dimensional network structure). Wettability was shown to depend on aging time and the type of filler ENM in the epoxy. Increased wettability may result in increased water uptake that extends the deterioration of the polymer matrix away from the surface and into the bulk of the material. The effects of wet weathering on the loss of mass of wafers and thickness are shown in Fig. S7 and S8,† respectively.

3.4 Quantification of fragment release with options of fractionation and of dry or wet aging

The collection of leachate measurements is reported in Fig. 5. This graph displays the averaged absorption coefficients at 275 nm ($\alpha_{275}$) of leaching water samples from epoxy (A) and PA (B) wafers with (wet) and without (dry) water spray in the aging chamber. As previously reported,47 UV-vis spectroscopy can sensitively detect fragments or nanoparticles released from the wafers through changes in the absorbance (absorption and scattering by particles) of the suspension. As such, a higher $\alpha_{275}$ measured for the leaching water indicates a larger amount of material released.

As described in section 2.6, the $\alpha_{275}$ of leachate was analyzed with and without the fractionation step. Such a step was applied for the first time in the NanoRelease protocol with the aim to developing a more robust and consistent comparison system between the fractions of smaller particulates emitted from each material. In fact, the centrifugation step reduces the part of the sample larger than micro–nano dimension which can contribute disproportionately to the UV-vis signal by displaying high scattering. Considering samples with $\alpha_{275} > 0.05$, the outcomes reveal that the centrifugation step effectively removed part of the sample reducing the magnitude of the absorption coefficient in most cases. Spectra of samples before and after fractionation are shown in Fig. S10 of the ESI.† For some wafers, the reduction is particularly large e.g. unaged pure epoxy, epoxy–CNT (dry-aged 1000 h) and PA–kaolin (aged 2500 h). For these three samples, either a high number of big fragments was present, or fragments were particularly large. For both cases, the fractionation effect was more pronounced. Interestingly, the reduction of the signal is often followed by a decrease of the error bar. The comparison between the relative standard deviation (RSD) of non-fractionated and fractionated samples, which are calculated in Table S1 in the ESI,† reveals that the fractionation step improves the reproducibility of the outcomes.
As expected, Fig. 5 shows that leachates of nearly all unaged wafers exhibited lower absorption coefficients than the aged ones. Although the wet aging protocol could have caused an amplified degradation due to matrix hydrolysis, and thus more release of polymer fragments and nanofillers, the experimental evidence (apart from PA-kaolin aged 2500 h) illustrates less fragment release compared to the dry-aged samples. One explanation could be that rain events in the chamber removed some of the debris from the wafer surface during weathering, reducing fragment concentration recovered in the leaching water. This somewhat clouds the interpretation of the results. Clearly more studies are needed to better understand the impact of weathering during the wet weathering. Dry weathering, an approach widely used by NIST,14-16,37,45,46,73 appears to be preferable, at least for screening purposes, although not as environmentally relevant.

Notably, the UV-vis results of epoxy and PA NEP were compiled from three research centers (BASF and two USEPA). Comparing UV-vis measurements of released material between laboratories (Fig. S11 in the ESII) generally shows good agreement compared to previous reports.37 The variation remains under a factor of 3 in most cases before fractionation (data not shown) and remains under a factor 3 between two labs after fractionation. This finding supports earlier observations of quantitative agreement between laboratory analysis with UV-vis,47 and extend the findings to composites with a variety of nanofillers. This demonstrates the ability to achieve reproducible results when following the experimental protocols for aging and analysis outlined in sections 2.3 and 2.6. Furthermore, this agreement between labs supports the combination of results from different analytical techniques housed at either BASF, EPA-CERM, or EPA-CESER to provide a broader and more complete characterization of weathered surfaces and released material.

All the leaching water samples collected at BASF were also analyzed by AUC coupled with a refractive index detector (AUC-R1). Fig. S3 of the ESII presents the concentration of the emitted particles from the different wafers. AUC provided also a direct measurement of the size distributions. The comparison of the turbidity before and after fractionation with a cut point of approximately 1 μm shows that for all materials approximately 80% of the fragments have a particle size below 1 μm. The AUC size distributions did not reveal characteristic size peaks of individual ENMs due to the extremely low ENM concentration in the leaching water samples. Such samples presented large liquid volume per irradiated specimen surface, even after applying a step of bubbling volume reduction.

The results in Fig. 5(A) and S3 † show that the amount of release is mostly not influenced by the typology of the nanofiller apart from the CNT. The CNT-wafer displayed, in the dry condition, a significantly lower release compared to the others. The CNT addition in the epoxy matrix reduces the absorbance of the leachate by 42% compared to the pristine wafer. This is consistent with earlier observations of formation of a dense CNT network at the surface of aged CNT composites.14 That network suppressed release after wet aging from relatively stable polymers such as polyamide, but increased release from a very photoreactive epoxy.47 In the present study with a more resilient epoxy, after wet aging neither suppression nor increase of release by CNT was observed compared to the pristine wafer. The suppression was only observed after dry aging.

Silica has resulted in upmodulating the rate of aging in past studies,74 but this effect was not observed here. Immersed sonication of the sprayed samples with SiO2 filler exhibited interesting results compared to those with the carbon fillers. SiO2 is much more UV-transparent than the carbon fillers and therefore the UV-exposure and thus photodegradation of the matrix in epoxy–SiO2 composites is predicted to be greater. In agreement with this prediction and other previous results,74 the fractionated leachate of samples of weathered epoxy–SiO2 had slightly higher absorbance, though within error, than weathered epoxy alone.

As shown by previous studies and the results for epoxy in Fig. 5(A), matrix degradation is one significant pathway for the observed increases in leachate absorbance. For example in the study of Wohlleben et al.,47 carbon nanomaterials are released by weathering of their epoxy matrix with the concurrent increase in absorbance of the leachate. In the study, the absorbance of the released CNT from epoxy wafers is correlated with the release of cobalt embedded in the CNT.47 Except for CNT dry-aged epoxy wafers, our set of fractionated epoxy–carbon NM composites present slightly higher absorbances than epoxy itself. Although this higher release is within the error bar, it can be related to the emission of the carbon fillers, which contributed to increased absorbance with weathering of the epoxy samples. The observed UV-vis signal cannot be attributed directly to the pure nanomaterials, as the form of release (pure matrix, ENM protruding from or embedded in matrix, freely dispersed ENM) is only known after TEM identification.

Regarding PA composites (Fig. 5(B)), the other class of polymeric materials, the wafers were investigated with only a type of nanofiller, kaolin, at high concentration (25%). Considering the same aging conditions, fragment release from PA is notably less strong than from epoxy. Indeed, the average absorbance is only 0.1 for both unaged and 1000 h aged. PA wafers were subjected to a longer period of artificial aging (2500 h) to stress this material. In this case, the emission of debris is more evident for the wafers containing the nanofiller. The high concentration of the nanofillers enhanced the emission of fragments especially with wet treatment. However, the employment of a single filler is insufficient to confirm a different PA trend than observed with epoxy. Finally, PP wafers were also analyzed after a long aging period (2500 h). The results after the NanoRelease protocol displayed a very low emission of particles with an average absorbance of 0.1 for both filled and unfilled specimens. The related UV-vis spectra data were not reported.
in this publication. These outcomes show how strong is the influence of the matrix properties embedding the nanofiller.

3.5 Ranking of fragment release against other NEPs

The rates of release from epoxy NEPs can be converted to a mass release rate in the range of $0.95 \pm 0.71$ mg MJ$^{-1}$ (from AUC-RI) and an absorption coefficient rate of $3.7 \pm 2.4 \times 10^{-4}$ MJ$^{-1}$ m$^2$ (from UV-vis). This metric corrects for all sampling-related parameters such as specimen area, immersion volume, bubbling reduction (more information is reported in the ESI†).

Additionally, the different contribution of dry and wet protocols to the total fragment emission can be also highlighted. In case of dry treatment, epoxy NEPs showed a mass release rate in the range of $0.83 \pm 0.59$ mg MJ$^{-1}$ and an absorption coefficient rate of $6.0 \pm 1.7 \times 10^{-4}$ MJ$^{-1}$ m$^2$. On the other hand, after wet aging epoxy NEPs mass release rate was $1.2 \pm 0.9$ mg MJ$^{-1}$ and the absorption coefficient rate was $1.9 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{-4}$ MJ$^{-1}$ m$^2$. On another set of epoxies with different polymer chemistry (bisphenol-A resin with dicyandiamide hardener), but with the same type of MWCNT, values of mass release of $5$ mg MJ$^{-1}$ and absorption coefficient rate of $3.1 \times 10^{-3}$ MJ$^{-1}$ m$^2$ were determined. Similar values were observed for other epoxies.74

In comparison, the absorption coefficient rates from PP and PA NEPs are on the order of $2.6 \times 10^{-5}$ MJ$^{-1}$ m$^2$ and $9.8 \times 10^{-5}$ MJ$^{-1}$ m$^2$ respectively. The ranking of release rates epoxy

Fig. 6 Transmission electron microscope images of released polymer fragments and nanofillers from 1000 h aged wafers of unfilled epoxy under dry (A and B) and wet (C and D) conditions, epoxy–CNT under dry (E and F) and wet (G and H) conditions, epoxy–graphene under dry (I and J) and wet (K and L) conditions, epoxy–CB under wet (M and N) conditions and epoxy–SiO$_2$ under wet (O and P) conditions.
PA > PP confirms the working hypothesis that the resilience of the polymer matrix is vital in limiting aging of the composites and nano-releases. Our results in Fig. 5 confirm that the primary importance of the polymer matrix still holds true for highly filled polymers, such as the PA with 25% kaolin, and few% of CB. An up-modulation of the PA release by kaolin is detectable, and can be assigned to the low UV absorption, low entanglement of the relatively stiff kaolin platelets. Interestingly, an earlier study found significant release induced by wet aging and direct sampling on PA–silica composite, assigned to hydrolysis.17 Our PA does not show such effects, because the CB is added exactly for making the PA matrix more hydrophobic and thus resilient against the infiltration of water and ensuing hydrolysis. This is an essential performance characteristic for its intended use to replace metal parts by lower-weight polymer in automotive applications.

3.6 Imaging of released fragments

All the leaching liquids that originated from aged epoxy and PA specimens (except for WS₂ wafer) were analyzed by TEM. The drop samples were collected from the immersion fluids after sonication and bubbling, but before adding SDS. The surfactant can create salts on the grid, obscuring nanoforms in the images. Fig. 6 shows representative TEM images of leaching liquids of wafers weathered 1000 hours with dry and wet protocols. The first row presents fragments originated from epoxy wafers without nanofillers. Both protocols (wet and dry) resulted in release of polymer debris that often exceeded the nanoscale. In contrast, nanoforms were easily recognized in case of CNT–epoxy composites (in the second row). The CNT were released both as free nanoforms and as protruding CNT of particulate epoxy fragments. Fig. 6(E) shows the internal multi wall structure of nanotubes. In the third row, TEM pictures illustrates planar graphene sheets released again with both treatments. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) technique was employed to support TEM observations. SAED analysis reveals the characteristic hexagonal diffraction pattern of graphene structure (Fig. S13†) confirming TEM determination.75 More details are given in the related ESI† section. In the last row, both CB and SiO₂ nanoforms were successfully detected by TEM either as free forms or as protrusions from larger fragments. The NanoRelease protocol produces both free and embedded ENM release for all specimen series. Additional TEM images are included in the ESI† of particles released from neat epoxy (Fig. S14†), epoxy–CNT (Fig. S15†), and epoxy–GP (Fig. S16†) after both wet and dry aging protocols.

The release from PA wafers was also evaluated by TEM (Fig. 7). As for epoxy nanocomposites, fragments of polymer and of nanofiller (kaolin, Fig. 7G) were detected in the immersion water after applying the NanoRelease protocol. Sufficient number of TEM scans were not collected in this study for any statistically relevant differentiation of the form of release as done earlier in the NanoRelease inter-lab comparison,47 but we can conclude that matrix/ENM fragments prevail and occasionally individual ENMs are observed for all materials. The ultramicrotomy analysis shows that our NEPs are rather well dispersed and compatibilized with the polymer matrix, such that modulation by compatibilization, as inferred to interpret differences between different PA composites,18 probably do not apply here.
3.7 Chemical characterization of embedded nanomaterials

Raman spectroscopy enables further characterization of structural, electronic, and vibrational properties of materials. We used this technique to study released fragments from three of our epoxy composites containing carbonaceous nanomaterials. The Raman spectra of these fragments (found in Fig. S17 in the ESI[†]) were compared to those of their corresponding pure nanofillers to evaluate the influence of weathering on the ENM chemical structure. Utilization of a 785 nm excitation wavelength enabled us to resolve both the disorder induced D-band (~1320 cm⁻¹) and G-band (~1600 cm⁻¹), with the G-band corresponding to the crystalline-graphitic and in-plane vibrations of sp² hybridized carbon. The ratio of the intensity of the D and G bands (I_D/I_G) indicates the relative amount of disorder present in the sample.76,77 Disorder was higher in both epoxy–MWCNT (1.68 compared to 1.55) and epoxy–GP (1.08 compared to 0.56) weathered leachates relative to their respective pure ENMs. This was expected due to the fact that the weathering process has been shown by prior studies to increase functionalization along MWCNT chains.76 Interestingly, despite MWCNT having a much larger I_D/I_G ratio (more disorder) than graphene ENMs,77 graphene is much more14,78,79 easily transformed upon weathering, as shown with the approximate doubling of the I_D/I_G ratio. This is likely due to the creation of defects in graphene.80–82 These results coupled with TEM-SEM analysis offer a qualitative assessment of release and detection, and yield insight into the localized hybridization of carbon upon weathering.

4. Conclusions and next steps

We amended the previously validated NanoRelease protocol47 by adding optional fractionation, enhancing the ability of future users to assess the content of submicron fragments released by weathering using widespread techniques, such as tabletop centrifugation and UV-vis spectroscopy. In leachates from our range of epoxy, PA, and PP nanocomposites, we found a dominance of sub-micron fragments that were consistent with TEM and AUC analyses. The results were robust between three independent laboratories. We also expanded the scope of our weathering experiments by comparing wet and dry aging14,78,79 and by studying the kinetics of aging. Though not as environmentally relevant, dry weathering provides better control of released particles than wet, making it preferable when comparing release from different materials. Quantitative studies can now use the enhanced protocol to follow up on the modulation of weathering by wavelength83–85 and by molecularly dissolved additives (UV-stabilizers, pro-oxidants).

Among a systematic series of ENM fillers (MWCNT, WS₂, SiO₂, carbon black, graphene) that are black or UV transparent, stiff or entangled, the particles of fiber or platelet, MWCNTs were unique in forming a densely entangled network on the aging polymer surface that tended to reduce release by UV-absorption and mechanical stabilisation.14 We found a ranking of degradation and release in the order of epoxy > PA > PP, with modulation by the embedded ENM. In a real-world automotive PA with multiple fillers at total >35% filler content, the matrix remains the most important parameter, with a slight increase of release by kaolin platelets, but a significant reduction of hydrolytic aging and release by the hydrophobic CB.

The similarity between the different nanomaterials, with respect to a potential hazard, exposure, and risk, is key to grouping frameworks.12,86,87 Here, we showed how comparative testing of the lifecycle releases from NEPs by the NanoRelease protocol47 could support the hypothesis that polymer matrix is more important than actual ENM for predicting the rate and form and, ultimately, risk of released fragments under intended use and stress (e.g., outdoor use, with weathering stresses). Considering all the evidence, these results support “grouping by lifecycle” for the family of epoxy NEPs in estimating environmental exposure during the use phase. Therefore, future NEPs will not need to be assessed case-by-case; instead, environmental risk estimates can be read from one NEP to another that shares the same matrix and same intended use. Our approach supports independent findings that the hazard potential was highly similar for fragments from epoxy with or without embedded CNTs,15,88,89 and this extended to other NEPs of the same matrix but different (or no) ENM, for humans27,89–93 and the environment.23 A standard is being developed in ISO TC229 to enable decision-making in a stepwise approach that starts with the intended use, then matrix, ENM, and current grouping frameworks by the GRACIOUS or nanoGRAVUR24 framework that incorporates lifecycle releases by the same logic. Consideration of lifecycle remains important because weathering induces slow releases but occasionally releases free ENM and is thus a pathway of environmental emission.
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